Marie-André Duplessis (1687-1760) was a woman of firsts. This is how Thomas Carr characterizes this nun, administrator, archivist, and author in *A Touch of Fire*, his illuminating biography of a New France nun whose leadership of the Hôtel-Dieu of Quebec spanned from 1732 to 1760. Through the methods of family history and friendship studies, Carr uncovers the formative experiences that prepared Marie-André Duplessis for her spiritual and professional roles.[1] He reveals her family background, successive professional encounters, and significant long-term friendships with women as the fundamental experiences that shaped her “fire”: her disposition, sharp managerial skills, and range and quality of writing. Carr relies on colonial archives, records, and correspondence in this biography, but he also features Duplessis’s personal correspondence with family and friends on both sides of the French Atlantic. Doing so, he offers a welcome approach to understanding the colonial dynamics and emerging narratives of New France during the later stages of French imperialism before, and including, the 1759 British occupation of Quebec that would soon lead to the British conquest of Canada. In *A Touch of Fire*, we follow Marie-André Duplessis as she guided the Hôtel-Dieu and its core mission of care of the poor and sick through its transition into a military hospital, through the siege of her convent, and ultimately through a transfer of imperial power. Her biography offers an inside view of that process.

Marie-André Duplessis might be new to many readers of French-Canadian colonial history. In fact, Carr argues that the conventional, providentialist view of French colonial women has privileged Marie de l’Incarnation Guyart (1639-1672) and the Ursulines of Quebec, thereby overlooking other female historical actors such as Duplessis whom clerical literary sources had characterized as a *femme tendre* (a gentlewoman) in the shadow of the *femme forte* (heroic woman) Guyart. One cannot help but make a comparison between these two administrator nuns; this reviewer found herself doing the same. Carr, however, rightfully questions the fairness of this characterization. Employing family and friendship history and through an analysis of all of Duplessis’s spiritual, intellectual, personal, and administrative writings, Carr reconceptualizes her place in French colonial history as a woman of firsts among colonial administrators and among writers of New France, female or otherwise. Carr asks his sources: how was her fire a
To address these questions, the book opens with Marie-André Duplessis, as a recording secretary for her mother superior, delivering an impassioned protest of the bishop’s order to house sick priests near the nuns’ quarters of the Hôtel-Dieu. Carr describes Duplessis’s fiery disposition, overreactions, “resolute energy,” a “playful spirit,” and “intellectual drive” as expressions of her skills that were formed and tested over a lifetime of involvement in relationships with formative women and revealed in reactions to bishops’ orders, intendants’ budgets, and suppliers’ delayed provisions for the hospital she supervised (pp. 18–25). This approach is one of the gems of the book. Carr traces the passage of Duplessis’s life through five periods that shaped her personal and professional networks: her childhood in Paris; adolescence in Quebec; early years as a nun in the Hôtel-Dieu; growing administrative, spiritual, and literary ambitions; and full-time position as convent and hospital superior. Each chapter reveals a piece of her formation for these roles.

Marie André Duplessis was born in Paris where her childhood was shaped by a “trinity” of three independent women in whose care she was placed: her maternal grandmother, her aunt, and a friend of her aunt, whose daughter Marie-Catherine Homassel because an intimate and life-long, transatlantic friend (pp. 4–8). It was here that Duplessis observed an independent female-run business, female-headed household, and the tenacity and resilience of women’s networks. Torn from these foundational relationships to return to her family in Quebec, she began the next period of her life. Her adolescence was marked by a growing bond with her sister Geneviève, while her family worked through scandals resulting in the loss of her father’s position in the colonial treasurer’s office, his seigneurie, and the family’s financial status in Quebec. While their brothers were educated by the Jesuits in France, Geneviève and Marie witnessed the resilience of their mother’s efforts to mitigate the family’s decline through legal interventions, property management, and negotiations with colonial agents. While their mother’s independence, financial acuity, and “feisty temper” made strong impressions on the girls, she could not ultimately prevent her husband’s death nor her family’s losses (p. 47). Upon her death, Geneviève and Marie maintained regular correspondence with their brothers Charles-Denis (who returned and remained in Quebec) and François Xavier (who became a Jesuit and sought-after preacher in France).

Marie Duplessis shared the same vows and spiritual formation with Geneviève in their early life in the convent of the Hôtel-Dieu under the direction of a significant mother superior Jeanne-Françoise Juchereau, who, with a fiery temperament of her own, mentored Duplessis and appointed her as her personal secretary and redactor of the convent’s archives. This promotion launched Marie and Geneviève into the world of convent and colonial affairs that bound them together, as Carr argues, by “inclination as much as blood” (p. 5). More could be said about how their spiritual formation as active Hôtel-Dieu nuns impacted their relationship as sisters, their life in this particular female-centered community, and their developing professional partnership as sister-nuns and convent leaders, but it is clear that their attachment grew into a significant personal and administrative partnership throughout their adult lives.

Marie-André Duplessis was a first among administrators. She held the primary leadership offices of mother superior (six times over 16 years), assistant superior, and bursar with increasing involvement in community and imperial affairs. She had become the administrator of a “powerhouse of a central colonial institution” with direct access to intendents, bishops, suppliers,
Marie-André Duplessis was a first among Canadian writers, women writers in particular. Although not unique in the scope of her direct correspondence with colonial officials, intendants, and bishops, Carr argues that no other eighteenth-century woman in New France, and perhaps no man, left a corpus written with such “versatility, verve, and range” (p. 16). Marie was a narrator who “found multiple ways of writing New France” (p. 7). Her works include *Histoire du Ruma* (a literary narrative), *Histoire de l’Hôtel-Dieu de Québec* (first book published by a Canadian woman), *Musique spirituelle* (first North American treatise on music theory as a spiritual allegory), and *Dissection spirituelle* (spiritual reflections negotiating theological tensions). Carr uncovers the full corpus of Duplessis’ writings and makes it accessible to scholars and students. He positions Duplessis as “a major figure of colonial Canadian letters” (p. 16).

One of the most illuminating aspects of this biography, at least to this reviewer, is Carr’s analysis of Duplessis’s personal correspondence to illustrate the transatlantic transmission of Jansenist ideas in New France. While Marie sustained a regular personal and professional correspondence with her brother (an ardent and active Jesuit who regularly sent her spiritual advice), she also nurtured her friendship with Marie-Catherine Homassel who, Carr’s research informs us, was a committed Jansenist. Whether or not Duplessis fully realized this, she continued to negotiate these delicate and consequential relationships through the transatlantic post, a skill that we can only observe because Carr has centered family and friendships in the telling of Duplessis’s story. This triad relationship, however, raises many questions that are not answered in this book, but might inspire others: Where are the Jesuits of Quebec in this story, after having played such a pivotal role in founding religious institutions in Quebec? What was the relationship of the Jesuits to the Hôtel-Dieu, to the spiritual formation of the hospital nuns who served there, and to Duplessis? Did they serve as spiritual directors or confessors as they had with other Quebec convents? In other words, was Ignatian spirituality or Jesuit collaboration significant to the hospital nuns under Duplessis’s charge as they had been earlier in Canadian history? If so, what impact might this have had on Duplessis’s efforts to maintain her relationships with her Jesuit brother or her Jansenist friend, or their influence on her? Carr rightly attributes the hospital nuns’ mixed-life vocation to their spiritual formation, but he only hints at Jesuit influences and interactions. Perhaps there is more to examine here, especially when considering the relationship between Marie and her Jesuit brother and Marie and her Jansenist friend.

*A Touch of Fire* is a welcome and significant contribution to the scholarship that centers Catholic nuns and *quebecoises* women in the story of colonial governance. It is first a significant, updated biography of Marie-André Duplessis that more clearly positions her and the Hôtel-Dieu in the history of New France and as a bridge between two continents in the years leading up to the British occupation of Quebec. It provides an inside view of the British siege and the transfer of power from women’s perspective, and it stimulates further interest and questions. Moreover, it is an excellent model of the use of family history and friendship studies to demonstrate symbiotic relationships between the personal and political in colonial history and of a method to trace the transmission of ideas across the Atlantic. With gender as a lens of analysis, *A Touch of Fire* will
be of special interest to scholars and students of gender and French colonial history, colonial writing, and Jansenism in French colonial history.
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